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Abstract 
In-site deposition and susceptible to diagenesis of carbonate rocks has 
led to extensive and extreme heterogeneity in carbonate reservoirs with 
the large cavities up to kilometers long unevenly distributed in matrix 
with pore size down to micrometers. Such heterogeneity has significant 
impact on reservoir properties and makes fundamentally difference 
between carbonates and clastics in many aspects from seismic to 
production. But due to limited knowledge on carbonate heterogeneity, 
this big difference is not signified in technical approaches on reservoir 
evaluation, characterization and moiling. As a result, the operational 
efficiency in carbonate plays is much low exploration and production 
efficiency. In this paper, we present carbonate-targeted seismic imaging 
approach as the beginning step to change the game in carbonate plays. 
The conventional approach of seismic imaging is targeted for geological 
features on structural-stratigraphic framework and depositional 
sequences, which emphasizes on event continuity and high signal/noise 
ratio. For further and detailed reservoir study, seismic imaging 
emphasizes on high attribute fidelity and high resolution. For carbonate 
reservoirs, seismic imaging emphasizes on maximumly revealing 
carbonate heterogeneity within data limitation. In achieving this target, 
carbonate heterogeneity itself plays the key and unique QC role, as 
data-driven approach, in carbonate-targeted seismic imaging. large 
cave/karst features could be detected as “pair of beads” (or string of 
bead depending on processing quality and seismic polarity) bright spots 
with trough above and peak below in seismic section, evident or subtle 
depending on the quality of seismic imaging and the sizes of caves. 



These seismic anomalies could be observed as point, linear or dendric 
distribution shapes in map/slide view. Such seismic features are 
observed worldwide in carbonates. These cave/karst features provide 
the QC factors on parameter optimization through seismic processing to 
enhance imaging on carbonate internal heterogeneity details as much as 
possible within seismic data limitation. The other effective OC approach 
is velocity model optimization based on carbonate interpretation during 
seismic processing to improve imaging on detailed distribution and 
quality of carbonate reservoirs. Cases in Asia, North America and others 
have illustrated how effectively this seismic approach could reveal large 
potential, even in many mature field/areas, in the world and significantly 
change the games in carbonate plays. 
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